
PROCESS? 
GENRE? PROCESS AND GENRE?  WRITING? WHAT WRITING?
               
This paper  is the egg laid by the chicken of a little research project 
which set out to investigate the writing activities in a NSW school. The 
intention of the research was to examine the writing produced in a sixth 
grade classroom with the purpose of investigating the relationship between 
classroom teaching practice and the writing which resulted from that 
practice.
The sixth grade class which had been chosen for the research had been 
judged as likely to be a productive writing environment. Mrs Baker 
(pseudonym)  the teacher of the class, had a well established reputation 
amongst other staff members as being a person  with keen literary taste and 
was  recognised  for her interest in the arts and  other cultural persuits. 
She was acknowledged as being an accomplished teacher of 'language arts' 
and it was from her class that the most celebrated  language projects 
emanated to decorate the school liblrary and the school foyer.
Mrs Baker had graduated with a Teaching Diploma in Primary Teaching fifteen 
years before and had, in her own words, made some efforts to keep abreast 
of the most recent developments in English language teaching. She had 
attended many in-service courses and believed that she had a high level of 
interest in English language teaching.
Mrs Baker suggested that the majority ot the children in her class enjoyed 
a high level of parental support and that none of the children came from a 
seriously deprived environment. She knew of no child in her class with a 
physical or mental impairment and said that most were well adjusted and 
appeared to be happy at school.
Data were collected from the classroom over a six week period, during which 
time the researcher remained in the classroom for a complete school day 
once each week.  All writing effected across subject areas during 
visitations was collected and analysed in order  to categorise the writing. 
These categories are:-
     Writing Types  *    by definition of function or genre
     Extension      *    the overall length of the piece of writing
     Development    *    the stage of development of the writing,
                              a one-off piece, polished work or draft
                              copy.
     During classroom observations notations were also taken which 
recorded:-
     (1)  Time involved in writing
     (2)  Teachers' discussion about the writing task
     (3)  Involvement of the pupils in the writing task
     
     (4)  Thinking time, breaks in writing time without converstion              
or other visible activity as a prelude to more writing.
     
     (5)  Conversation with neighbours or teacher about writing task
     (6)  Off task activities.
     It was also possible to refer to the teacher's day-book and program 
references for  the days of observation, however these documents provided 



more information through their omissions than through their content. There 
was generally some mention  of specific skills areas to be tought, usually 
words which must be learned as part of homework activities, handwriting 
drills an reference to punctuation exercises.
     Although some broad 'aims' for the teaching of English were stated 
these were not translated into teaching objectives. There was no mention of 
language for specific purposes, no mention of audience, genre  or style. It 
was not possible to recognise any references to children of varying 
abilities, group work or extension work. No reference was made in either 
day-book or program to the appraisal, assessment or evaluation of the work 
which was planned.
     The teachers' time-table proved to be enlightening in that it did show 
the degree of segmentation and compartmentalisation between subject areas, 
particularly in the separated treatment of language skills as discrete 
items.
     In the analysis of the teacher's classroom teaching practice it is 

useful to refer to the work of Bernstein (1977) and Barnes (1975) who 
suggest  differing but convergent methods for the investigation  of 
classroom teaching practice. 
     Bernstein (1977)  explains that formal educational knowledge is 
realised in three systems:-
(1)  Curriculum: what counts as valid knowledge in the classroom
(2)  Pedagogy: what counts as valid methods of knowledge    transmission in 
the classroom.
(3)  Evaluation: what counts as valid realization of knowledge on the      
part of  the student.
Bernstein goes on to explain that he recognised two types of curriculum:-
(a)  Classified: in  which the contents of the curriculum stand in closed
                    relationship to each other, each segement of the                           
curriculum is insulated from any other segement.
(b)  Integrated: in which the contents of the curriculum do not go their
                     own way but stand in open relationship to each other.
The Classified curriculum is one in which the boundaries between subjects 
are rigid and inflexible, teaching is conducted within what Bernstein 
describes as a  'Strong Frame'. The concept of Frame is explained as:-
(1)  Defining the form of the context in which the knowledge is  
transmitted and received.
(2)  Defines the specific pedagogical relationship between the teacher
     and pupil.
(3)  Refers to the range of options available to the teacher and the pupil      
in the control of what is transmitted.
(4)  Refers to the degree of control that the teacher and pupils possess
     over the selection, organisation, pacing and timing of knowledge
     transmitted in a teaching relationship.
     The notion of Frame is understood in terms of its strength or 
weakness, depending on the degree of control exercised by the school 
administration through the teacher on the one hand and the pupils on the 
other. Strongly Framed curricula are those in which all control over what 



happens in the classroom is vested in the teacher, while Weak Frame 
describes the situation which exists when the curriculum is negotiated 
between teacher and pupils.
     The structure developed by Barnes (1975) describes teachers' responses 
to written work, their approach to pedagogy, in terms of a continuum with 
Transmission at one end of the continuum and Interpretation at the other.
THE TRANSMISSION TEACHER
     Barnes (1975) suggests that the Transmission teacher will regard      
writing  in  the classroom as performing the following functions:-
(1)  As a method of recording or acquiring knowledge, e.g. copying    
information from text  book or chalk-board.
(2)  Writing as a means of assessing the students' performance and    
knowledge.
     Such a teacher believes that the main function of a teacher, with 
     regard to writing is to:-
     *    make sure that the task is clear and understandable.
     *  correct errors and use writing as the basis for correction
     Such a teacher does not usually:-
     *  follow up the writing task with other activities which relate to 
the       writing.
     *  make any further use of the writing.

THE  INTERPRETATION TEACHER
     Barnes (1975) explains the concept of Interpretation Teacher as one 
who has a view of writing which suggests that it is:-
(1)  A  means of cognitive development.
(2)  As an important aspect of the process of personal  development.
     Such a teacher:-
     *  is concerned that writing is relevent to the pupils' own purposes.
     *  recognises that writing is part of a dialogue between pupil and       
teacher or pupil and other participants.
     *  is aware of the context in which writing is done, e.g. the 
audience,

        range of genre choices and available resources.
     *  recognises writing as a dialogue which deserves a response from
        the intended audience.
     *  shows concern to publish and use pupils' writing as basis for
        future teaching.
     When the pedagogy of the research site is viewed from the perspectives 
offered by Bernstein it is clear that the term Classified  applies 
appropriately to the curriculum offered by Mrs Baker. With  rigid subject 
boundaries and the absolute control excercised by the teacher over the 
curriculum  the concept Strong Frame is a fitting title.
     The analytical framework suggested by Barnes clearly places



Mrs Bakers' teaching in the Transmission style as there seems to be no 
evidence of her recognition that writing may serve as a means of cognitive 
or personal development. Writing was used almost exclusively in the 
classroom as a means of recording or acquiring information from another 
written source. The teacher did see writing as a principal means of 
assessing student knowledge and competence rather than as a dialogue to 
which a response was required. There was a concern to publish the work of 
some writers in the classroom but this privilage was restricted to those 
whose work was regarded as  'best' by the teacher.
     There  had been, at the commencement  of this research, some degree of 
expectation that there would be evidence in the classroom of the Process 
Writing Approach or the Genre Movement as both of these developments have 
had a significant impact on curriculum development and in-service courses 
in the past decade. However these expectations were not realised. The  
terms 'conferece'  and 'publish' did appear in the teacher's
day-book and, as previously mentioned, only a few samples of excellent 
'polished' work were chosen for display outside the classroom. There was no 
sign of written work being developed successively in progressive drafts and 
all written work was concducted in silence, with neither peer nor teacher 
conferences evident.
     Although the term 'genre' did not appear in the teachers' written 
records there was an attempt to engage with the teaching of the genre 
'report'. The children had listened to their teacher read a story and they 
were asked to write a report about the explosion of a volcano, as this had 
been the subject of the story. No further demonstration of report writing 
was given and  
when questions were raised about the particular style that was required the 
children were  told to refer to a copy of the local newspaper and to "read 
a report in that".  The children were being asked to write on a topic about 
which they had no direct knowledge and this factor alone may have 
restricted the capacity of many of the them from  being able to address the 
task in any meaningful way.
     Since there was no evidence of either process or genre writing in the 
classroom the focus of the research was restricted to gathering data about 
the kinds of writing  that were produced in the classroom and asking
questions about Writing Types, Extension and Development.
Writing Types.
     Only 6% of the writing done by the pupils was of extended prose, that 
is longer than a paragraph in length. Very little of this extended prose 
was of an original nature with 72% of it being either reproductions of the 
teachers' writing or transcriptions from other  texts. Of the writing in 
extended prose 22% was categorised as 'exercise', response to requests to 
fill in blanks and copying information directly from text books. The range 
of extended prose activities did not cover a wide area, with story writing, 
7%, copied notes and reproductions from text 72%, and exercises  forming  
22% of the remainder
EXTENSION
     At least 75% of all writing tasks required pupils to respond with 
single sentence responses, phrases or one word answers, while the 
signigicant  22.5% was taken up with writing  of no more than a paragraph 



in length. Less than  3%  was extended beyond  two paragraphs.
DEVELOPMENT
     There was no evidence  pupils being asked to write drafts of their 
writing,  92% of the writing was in the form of one-off pieces of writing. 

The remaining  8% of re-worked writing was performed in response to teacher 
criticism and demand for a higher quality of work.
**********************
CONCLUSION 
     Although the results of this small survey of writing and the teaching 
of writing in one NSW school cannot be  automatically  extrapolated to the 
situation that exists in any other classroom, there are however  
interesting  parallels to to be made in  the findings  which have been 
recently published  in a survey conducted with considerably  wider scope in 
South Australia.
     
The Report of the Writing and Reading Assessment Program (1992)
is the culmination of a three  year study across many schools and pupils. 
That report suggests at its conclusion:-
     The challenge for teachers is to ensure that students
     use writing not only as a means of consolidating and
     demonstrating knowledge but more often as a means
     of calling into play the full potential of their intelligence
     through creative, critical or exploratory discourse.
                                   (WRAP Report. 1992. p13)
     
     If the teacher and the class in the investigation reported in this 
paper are not seen as an isolated example  but, with the support of 
theSouth Australian data, are possibly part of a much wider population and 
may indeed be more typical of  Australian  education than might at first 
sight have been  apparent. 
     The authors of the WRAP Report suggest that there is a clear need for 
teachers to receive guidance and support in developing activities and 
structures which support all pupils in the achievement of competence and 
experience in a wide range of written discourse. They then go on to suggest 
that there is a need to gain  the support of the community and the media to 
move beyond a focus on spelling and punctuation to the fundamental skills 
of effective and purposeful writing.
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